Don’t compromise performance for fear of generating dust. The Vapor Trap DF filter allows the end user to have the best of both worlds; a bulk fill carbon filter whose efficiency is not comprised by adhesives, long life with high carbon weight, and a dusting filter that prevents small particulate matter from traveling downstream of the filter.

The Vapor trap DF is ideal for the semiconductor industry and any other applications where dusting is a concern.

Dusting with bulk carbon filters most often occurs upon initial start up. Transportation of the filters causes dusting which upon installation in the airstream may travel downstream a short distance. If dusting is an issue upon receipt of the filter, shake out any loose material caused from transport and then install into the airstream. The downstream dusting filter will then provide the added protection for the life of the filter.

This information has been gathered from standard reference materials and/or test procedures and is believed to be true and accurate. It is offered solely for your consideration and verification. None of the information presented shall be construed as constituting a warranty or representation, expressed, written, or implied. For which we assume legal responsibility or that the information or goods described is fit for any particular use either alone or in combination with other goods or processes. Or that its uses does not conflict with existing, patent rights. No license is granted to infringe on any patent rights or practice any patent inversion.